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List of abbreviations
ADAS

Advanced driver-assistance systems

ALC

Amsterdam Logistics Cityhub

BEV

Battery electric vehicle

BFE

Swiss Federal Office of Energy

BVG / BWC

Blue Wave Connecting

CBS

Central Agency for Statistics Netherlands

DETEC / UVEK

Department of Environment Transport, Energy and Communications

ECB

European Central Bank

EDA

Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs

EU

European Union

EV

Electric vehicle

FBS

Federal Bureau of Statistics

FCEV

Fuel cell electric vehicle

FEDRO / ASTRA

Federal Road Office

PHEV

Plug-in Hybrid electric vehicle

PWA

Posted Workers Act

MaaS

Mobility as a Service

Ministry of I&W

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

NKL

National Charging Infrastructure Knowledge Platform Foundation

NS

Dutch Railway company

SBB (CFF FFS)

Swiss Federal Railways

SER

Social and Economic Council
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Switzerland Global Enterprise

NB: The multilingual nature of Switzerland can cause confusion about the names of government
organizations, they tend to use different abbreviations in German, French, Italian or English. To avoid
any misunderstanding only the German abbreviations will be used in this report, unless explicitly stated
otherwise. Full names of organizations will be translated into English.
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1. Introduction to Sustainable Mobility
“Owning a car is no longer a ‘must have’ lifestyle choice in urban areas and, the young generations in
particular, are often more keen to have access to mobility than owning the associated commodities.”
- Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 2017
Nowadays the global pressure on actively combatting climate change is increasing. In 2015 the Paris
Agreement was signed by 197 countries, currently 185 countries have ratified it.1 The Agreement aims
to maintain the global temperature rise below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels. In order to succeed,
CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gas emissions should be drastically reduced. All participating
countries are expected to present a plan that outline their national determined contributions. The
Netherlands is among one of the most ambitious countries, the Netherlands has passed a bill
mandating that by 2050 greenhouse-gas emissions should be reduced by 95%, relative to 1990.
In December 2018, the Swiss government failed to adopt a reform Act of its CO 2 emissions. It had set
out the ambition to reduce its emission with 50% by 2030 and thereby meeting the Paris pledges,
however, it turned out unsuccessfully. Currently, new voices within the government are being heard
to meet the Paris Agreement pledges. Recently, former Environment Minister Simonetta Sommaruga
declared that Switzerland still needs to honour the Paris accord. In September 2019 a new CO2
proposal was voted on by the National Council with a majority vote. The new proposal entails three
measures to compensate CO2 emissions: newly build homes should incorporate climate friendly
heating systems; secondly, fossil fuel importers must compensate CO2 emissions by raising the price
of gasoline; and finally, a tax on flight tickets will be imposed ranging from 30 CHF to 120 CHF per
flight.
In Switzerland the transportation sector is responsible for one-third of the total Swiss CO2 emissions.2
In January 2018, the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (Bundesamt für Energie BFE) presented its ‘Energy
strategy 2050’. The BFE listed the following two goals regarding mobility: 1) More stringent emission
regulations for cars; 2) Extension of emission regulations to utility vehicles and light semi-trailers.
In both countries the transportation sector is calling for a change. In the Netherlands the
transportation sector is responsible for 13,4%3 of total CO2 emissions, therefore sustainable mobility
is increasingly popular. Currently there are ca. 145,000 EV’s and 43,000 publicly accessible charging
points. Furthermore, the four major cities in the Netherlands accommodate publicly accessible escooters and (e-)bikes.4 Public transport is also contributing to the sustainable transition. The Dutch
Railway company (NS) and other public transport companies are transitioning to renewable and
sustainable energy sources for their trains and busses.
In Switzerland a lot sustainable mobility initiatives pop up throughout the country. For example,
PubliBike is providing (e-)bikes in seven cities. Besides, (e-)scooters and steps have been become
regular modes of transportation in cities all around Switzerland. Also in Switzerland public transport
is contributing to the sustainable transition. The Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) offers a green class
mobility package which consists out of a public transport travel card and additional modules (e-cars,
parking, bike-sharing, car-sharing, taxi on the go) to create a personalised mobility package. They offer
electric cars at 1500 sites all across Switzerland.

1

UNFCC, Paris Agreement - Status of Ratification
Zurich University of Applied Sciences, INE Institute of Sustainable Development, Transforming the Swiss
Mobility System towards sustainability: Mapping Options, Barriers and Action Fields (2017), 1.
3
Centraal Bureau Statistiek 2019 (CBS)
4
Four major cities in the Netherlands are: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht.
2
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If we don’t consider public transport, the Swiss offer of sustainable mobility solutions lags behind the
Netherlands. On multiple areas both countries can benefit from each other. This report will highlight
the most important developments in both countries and outline business opportunities for both
Switzerland and the Netherlands.

2. Government action regarding sustainable- and smart mobility in
Switzerland and the Netherlands
2.1 Switzerland
In 2017 the SWISS Federal Department of Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications
published an orientation framework on the future of Swiss mobility in 2040. It aims to accomplish full
efficiency – meaning minimizing natural and financial resources – in all aspects of Swiss mobility in
2040.

Source: Traffic outlook 2040: Development of key indicators 2010 to 2040 © ARE

In order to achieve this, 14 sub goals have been established. The fourteen sub goals cover four areas:
•
•
•
•

General conditions and prerequisites: four sub goals have been formulated to set out the
international ambition, cooperation among various levels of government and availability for
the Swiss population.
Demand, supply and infrastructure: three sub goals contain the aspiration on the terrain of
safety, freedom of choice and exploitation.
Financing: two sub goals encompass the financing structure and the bearing of costs.
Environment, energy and space: five sub goals embody the ambition for reduction of
emissions, transport, energy-efficiency and spatial planning.
5

In light of the Swiss mobility plan, the University of Zurich has analysed the Swiss mobility system and
its potential for transformation towards sustainability.5 The University has identified strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the current system.6

Table 1: SWOT analysis on Swiss mobility system and its potential for transformation towards sustainability
Strengths
Weaknesses
• Energy efficiency of the transport system
• Dominant paradigm of motorized individual
mobility in policy, and individual behaviour
• Investments in existing rail network
• Low occupancy rates of cars
• High level quality public transportation
network
• High travelling speed
• Swiss emissions legislations
• Fragmented political and administrational
structures
• Swiss ‘Energiewende’
• High expectations about the level of
• Support for 2000 Watt society by
transport connectivity
communes and BFE/Energieschweiz
• Urban sprawl due to settlement patterns
• Potential for hybrid vehicles
and economic structure
• Potential for shared mobility
• Use of Biofuels
Opportunities
Threats
• Economic growth enabling innovation
• Economic growth
• Sharing economy supporting shares
• Rinsing personal income going along with
mobility
additional mobility demand
• Digital revolution enabling multimodal
• Growing real estate prices enforcing
public transport
suburbanisation
• Political strategies related to global climate
• Increasing mobility demand related to
change and rising ecological awareness
immigration
• Land use legislation supporting reduced
• Economic structural change with increasing
land consumption
regional specialisation of the economy
leading to longer commuting distances
• Potential behaviour changes of younger
generations: decreasing use and ownership
• Active lifestyles of growing older population
of cars
increasing mobility demand
• Niche: E-Mobility
• Niche: Automated driving with individual
vehicles pushing motorised individual
• Niche: Hydrogen-Mobility
transport
• Niche: Automated driving with shared
vehicles
Source: Results derive from a report by the University of Zurich (2017:5), INE Institute of Sustainable Development

In addition the Swiss Federal Office of Energy has delivered a Roadmap for Electric Mobility 2022. It
aims to increase the registration of EVs to 15% of the total registration of newly bought cars in 2022.
The Roadmap lists specific measures in the areas of successful market development of vehicles and
optimal recharging infrastructure, plus incentives and framework conditions.
On a national level the federal Swiss government is also taking steps in the area of autonomous driving.
Already in 2017 the autonomous “My Shuttle” mini was launched and put into operation in Zug. The
pilot project was initiated – among other partners – in collaboration between the municipality of Zug
and UVEK, it is closing at the end of 2019. According to all the partners of the pilot autonomous driving
has a bright future ahead.

5

Zurich University of Applied Sciences, INE Institute of Sustainable Development, Transforming the Swiss
Mobility System towards sustainability: Mapping Options, Barriers and Action Fields (2017), 5.
6
Also referred to as the SWOT analysis.
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Most of the political support for intelligent- and smart mobility arises among cantons and
municipalities, for example the city of Zurich. Due to globalization and online retail the volume of
freight transport has increased significant in volume. The logistics industry is calling for smart freight
transport solutions with lower CO2 emissions. In collaboration with the ETH Zurich, the city of Zurich
is looking into a “last-mile delivery and zero emission hub”. A hub outside the city redistributes the
packages among electric vehicles whom will deliver the packages throughout the city.

2.2 The Netherlands
As aforementioned, the Dutch government is committed to very ambitious CO2 emissions reduction
targets. In 2030 the Netherlands aims to reduce its CO2 emissions by 49% relative to 1990 levels. The
central government and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management (Ministry of I&W) are
aware that without the support of citizens, businesses and other organisations they cannot overcome
the challenges of today. Moreover, the ministry is convinced that without collaboration between the
public and private sector, the targets which are set in the National Climate Agreement (2017) are not
going to be obtained. It is therefore that the Dutch government has implemented the Green Deal
Approach (2011). While implementing sustainable initiatives businesses, NGO’s and citizens’ groups
are often facing obstacles, i.e. barriers. The Green Deal aims to remove those barriers in the context
of close cooperation.
Together with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management, start-ups and leading
companies the Netherlands are working hard on new ICT-technologies. These new solutions and
technologies improve current mobility and traffic flows, also referred to as smart mobility. The
Netherlands is in the forefront of the development of sustainable and smart mobility. In 2017 the
Netherlands was ranked as global leader in automotive and mobility solutions. According to KMPG
and Roland Berger, the Netherlands was most prepared for autonomous vehicles and was leading
European countries in automotive disruption. In other words, the Netherlands is driving the future
mobility.
The mobility sector plays an essential part in the sustainable transition. The Ministry of I&W focuses
on various mobility streams and areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cycling
Passenger and freight transport
Public transport
Filling and charging infrastructure for road traffic
Fuel Vision
Green Deals
Developing and expanding sustainable initiatives

Another important development in the mobility sector is the use of new smart mobility systems. The
Netherlands is a very densely populated country and has limited space. Also when it comes to the
smart mobility sector is the Netherlands known for its close cooperation between businesses, research
institutions and other public authorities. Together with the private and public sector, the Ministry of
I&W pursues the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Improving the information provided to business and private travellers;
Improving the use of existing infrastructure by encouraging road users to change their
travelling behaviour;
Modernizing traffic management and information provision and the managing the underlying
the physical infrastructure;
Supporting tests on the public road network with innovative and advanced driver-assistance
systems (ADAS).
7

Some of the listed mobility streams and smart mobility – the ones which are relevant to both
Switzerland and the Netherlands - will be elaborated individually in the next section of this report.
Furthermore, for each described mobility stream or mobility system a brief comparison will be made
with Switzerland. The comparison will highlight the differences between the two countries. This will
provide a starting point for potential collaboration between Switzerland and the Netherlands. The
following section will briefly outline some general differences between the two countries.

2.3 General comparison between Switzerland and the Netherlands
The economies of both countries share a lot of similarities. Both can be characterized as stable and
prosperous. Furthermore, the workforces of both countries are considered as a highly skilled and face
low unemployment. Especially with regard to foreign trade and multilateralism, a few significant
differences must be noted.
Clearly, the Netherlands is part of the EU and its monetary policy is mainly controlled by the European
Central Bank (ECB). The Dutch economy is highly dependent on foreign trade and is most often
described as the transportation hub within the European Union. In addition, the Netherlands has
persisting high trade surplus.
The Swiss economy is in conformity with the EU most important economic practices, as shown in figure
2. This has increased their international competitiveness. Around 50 percent of the Swiss exports is
destined for Europe, which makes the Swiss economy highly dependent on the EU, as shown in figure
1. Switzerland on the other hand is still known for its remaining protectionism on agricultural products,
such as meat. The economic crisis of 2008 also had its effects on the economy in Switzerland. However,
Switzerland recovered relatively fast from the economic crisis in comparison to most of the EU
member states.

Table 2: General comparison between Switzerland and the Netherlands
Switzerland
Surface in km2
41.285
Population in mill.
8,42
Road network in total in km
71.600
* of which national roads
1.855
* of which cantonal/provincial
17.843
* of which municipal roads
51.859
Train network in km
5.177
Number of train stations
1.735
1.3
* Number of passengers a day in
mill.
Waterways in km
548
Airports (int.)
7
* Number of passengers in mill.
56
Source: CBS and FBS

Netherlands
42.508
17,08
139.100
5.300
7.800
119.000
3.100
399
1,1
6.300
5
80

8

Figure 1: Swiss Economy – Facts and Figures

Source: EDA, Swiss Economy – Facts and Figures

Figure 2: Swiss Geography– Facts and Figures

Source: EDA, Swiss Geography – Fact and Figures
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3. Current situation regarding sustainable- and smart mobility in
Switzerland and the Netherlands
3.1 Cycling
Netherlands
Cycling has been an integral part of the Dutch society for many years now. Currently, bicycles
outnumber the residents; the Netherlands accommodates 23 million bicycles, of which 2 million are
e-bikes. More than one-third of all trips made by Dutch citizens are travelled by bicycle. Since 2016 ebike sales have grown exponentially. In 2016, of all the bicycles that were sold, 3 out of 10 were ebikes. One of the most valuable correlated developments is the decrease in use of traditional cars
among owners of e-bikes. Ownership of an e-bike has a decreasing effect on use of other modes of
transport.7
Another associated positive side effect of e-bikes is ‘bikeability’, a term that currently excels in the
Netherlands. Bike infrastructure has always played a major role for urban planners in the Netherlands.
However, nowadays cycling paths and specialised traffic lights have become more important than
ever. The Netherlands has bike-friendly infrastructure that makes cycling a practical and safe way to
get around.
Switzerland
In Switzerland the sale of e-bikes has also accelerated over the past years. In 2018 the Swiss e-bike
market broke a new record. With a total of 111,000 units, every one-third of the bicycle sold in
Switzerland was electric. This puts Switzerland currently in the third place ranking the amount of ebikes, just behind the Netherlands and Austria. Also in Austria there was a decrease in car
transportation since the introduction of e-bikes. In Switzerland this will presumably also have an effect
on the sale of road cars. Already in Basel, Bern and Zurich more than half of the households do not
own a car.
With regard to bike infrastructure, the cantons are responsible. In most cities and on cantonal roads,
there is still room for improvement. However, over the last decades the cities of Winterthur and
Basel were known as bike friendly cities. Currently, other cities are increasingly improving the
situation for cyclists and promoting the use of bikes; e.g. Bern has the aspiration to become ‘Bern
Velo Capital’ and Zurich aims to increase the share of bicycle traffic in total traffic significantly with
its Masterplan Velo. Basel and Bern meanwhile belong to the cities with the best cycle paths.
In Zurich all projects of the Civil Engineering Office are being checked upon the ‘bikeability’. In other
words, the municipality wants to be sure that all projects are professionally checked by internal
experts for cycling suitability. Zurich is taking the city of Bern as an example. Already in 2015 the Bern
City Council launched the Velo-Offensive, a comprehensive cycling strategy. They have been advised
by Dutch and Danish experts.
In 2013 the Dutch Cycling Embassy offered a Think Bike Workshop to the city of Bern. In October 2018,
Danish experts tested the cycling policy of Bern in Copenhagenize Bern. Its objective is to improve
cycling conditions, while considering the most vulnerable users and increasing the cycling modal share.
According to the Danish experts: “With this plan, the city shows a clear will to innovate in terms of
infrastructure, developing cycle tracks and bicycle streets, increase parking facilities, introduce a
reliable bike share program as well raise awareness and engage inhabitants in the process.” 8 However,
despite all the efforts of the Bern City Council, the experts must conclude that the bicycle is still not
7

For further reading: Cycling Facts (2018), Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis (KiM)
Copenhagenize Design Co., Evaluating Cycling Policy and Progress Based on the Copenhagenize Index
Parameters for the City of Bern, January 2019, 11.
8
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always prioritised. The city needs more than an increase of bicycle streets and lanes, the city needs
investment in cycle tracks and innovation.
Mobility in Swiss cities is sustainable because it is dominated by public transport and walking. Bern,
Zurich and Basel show a low percentage of car-use. The overall challenge is to increase the cycling
modal share. This could be achieved by attracting specific public transports users using a bike now and
then. Below you will find the cycling modal share of Bern in comparison to Ghent, Groningen and
Odense, i.e. three cities known for its high cycling modal share.

Figure 3: Cycling model share Bern in comparison to Ghent (BE), Groningen (NL) and Odensee (DK) back in 2015

Observations & Recommendations by the
Copenhagenize design co.
“The Challenge for Bern is to increase its
cycling modal share, by decreasing the
number of motorists, and attracting some
users from the congested public transport
system during peak hours. For instance,
campaigns could target specific audience as
young people who should rather use their
bicycles than the tramways and thus leave
space for the ones who don’t have other
alternative as the public transports.”

Source: Copenhagenize design co. Evaluating cycling policy and progress based on the Copenhagenize index
parameters for the city of Bern. January 2019
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On the 21st of October 2019 the Dutch Cycling Embassy gave a workshop in the city of Bern with regard
to the Velo Offensive. The workshop was called: “The Dutch Blueprint for Urban Vitality – Building the
Cycling City: Learning from Holland”. All in all, the city of Bern is working hard on urban changes for
the improvement of cycling with a strong focus on the Netherlands.
In May 2020, the Swiss government announced the creation of a legal foundation to improve the
quality and safety of cycle paths in Switzerland. This results from the approval by the Swiss voting
population in 2018 of a proposal to embed cycling and cycling infrastructure in the country’s
constitution. This means that cantons will be obliged to plan a safe network of interconnected
routes in the near future.

3.2 Passenger and freight transport
The table below displays the number of electric vehicles (EVs) registered in the Netherlands. In
international perspective, the Netherlands is considered one the biggest players in the EV industry.
Together with China and France, the Netherlands has repeatedly shown strong growth in the amount
of EVs.

Table 3: Total number of electric passenger cars in the Netherlands 2016-2019
Type of vehicle / Number as
31-12-2016
31-12-2017
31-12-2018
31-01-2019
28-02-2019
of
Passenger Car – BEV
13,105
21,115
44,984
47,381
49,416
(Battery electric vehicle)
Passenger Car – FCEV
30
41
50
52
59
(Fuel cell electric vehicle)
Passenger Car – PHEV
98,903
98,217
97,702
97,659
97,275
(Plug-in Hybrid electric
vehicle)
Subtotal
112,038
119,373
142,736
145,095
146,750
Source: Factsheet Netherlands Enterprise Agency, Statistics Electric Vehicles in the Netherlands, March 2019

In Switzerland there are 4,3 million passenger cars. In order to achieve the proposed 15% market share
of newly sold vehicles in 2022, a lot of EVs need to be sold in the coming years. The Federal Swiss
government is convinced that electric vehicles are an interesting way forward from an economic point
of view. According to the Roadmap for electric mobility 2022, sustainable and profitable business
models will conquer the Swiss car market in the coming years.

Table 4: Total number of electric passenger cars in Switzerland 2016-2019
Year

BEV

PHEV

Total

2016

9,697

6,630

16,327

2017

13,897

9,606

23,503

2018

19,602

14,179

33,781

2019
22,607
14,989
37,596
Source: Factsheet European Alternative Fuels Observatory, Total Number AF EVs Switzerland, August 2019

Improving the sustainability of the freight transport is among the highest priorities in the Netherlands.
CE Delft, an independent research and consultancy organisation specialised in developed innovative
solution to environmental problems, has advised the Dutch government and the European
Commission on how to improve the transport sector. Various research and studies are available at
12

their website. Their study STREAM (Study on the Transport Emissions of All Modes) provides the first
answers towards questions about air quality and climate change in the transport sector. Furthermore,
it has taken the first steps towards answering the question of which mode of transport is the
‘greenest’.
In Switzerland the transport sector also received a lot of attention. Similar to CE Delft, Swiss Climate
is a consultancy firm specialized in CO2 management, sustainability and energy. They have supported
the Swiss government and companies in reaching a positive impact on the environment. They have
received the Lean & Green Label – an initiative that started in the Netherlands back in 2008. Swiss
Climate helps companies and governmental institutions in achieving ‘green logistics’ in the long run,
economically and ecologically.
The Lean & Green initiative aims to reduce CO2 emissions in transport and logistics by at least 20
percent within five years. GS1 Switzerland hosts the initiative in Switzerland and supports the
participating companies in achieving their goals.

3.3 Filling and charging infrastructure for road traffic
The infrastructure for the supply of electric energy for EVs in the Netherlands is of high quality. Since
the emergence of EVs, private and public parties have cooperated and created a highly competitive
market. This has led to a rapid development of the charging infrastructure, some of the charging points
have been operable since the beginning 2011. Moreover, the Netherlands is the global leader in the
number of charging facilities per EV. For every four EVs there is at least 1 publicly accessible charging
point.
In addition, in 2014 the National Charging Infrastructure Knowledge Platform Foundation (NKL) was
founded. The NKL is a platform that promotes cooperation between all stakeholders which are
involved during the development and operation of charging stations. It’s goal is to lower the cost of
public infrastructure through shared projects and to optimise the installation process. Also fastcharging stations have been become a priority in the Netherlands over the years. Regional
governments, companies and cities have realised almost 200 fast charging locations, accounting for
more than 750 fast-charging points.

Table 5: Total number of charging points in the Netherlands 2016-2019
Number installed at
31-12-2016 31-12-2017 31-12-2018 31-01-2019 28-02-2019
Regular charging points
Public (24/7 publicly accessible)
11,768
15,288
20,228
20,538
21,049
Semi-public (limited publicly accessible)
14,320
17,587
15,666
16,799
17,059
Regular Public + Semi-public
26,088
32,875
35,894
37,337
38,108
Fast charging
Fast charging points - Public and semipublic
Fast charging locations

612

755

1,083

1,076

1,092

178

186

189

195

Private charging points
72,000
80,000
100,000
Source: Factsheet Netherlands Enterprise Agency, Statistics Electric Vehicles in the Netherlands, March 2019
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In Switzerland the developments for fast-charging infrastructure is still behind compared to the
Netherlands. According to the Swiss Federal Road Office (FEDRO), electric cars are playing an
increasingly important role in road traffic and contribute to the achievement of the federal
government’s energy and climate policy goals. In 2017, together with Federal Council, FEDRO
published a report on the requirements for a fast-charging network for electric cars on national roads.
The requirements are as follows:
•
•

•

•

Technology and access: it is important to the Federal Council that access to the market is nondiscriminatory;
Reliable power supply: charging points require a high-performance electricity infrastructure.
The FEDRO has identified multiple areas where the current electricity infrastructure is not
sufficient. An expansion of the electricity infrastructure is therefore unavoidable;9
Execution and coordination of different actors: stakeholder management at the current fuel
stations along national roads can become very complex. These stakeholders entail: investors,
operators and cantonal governments;
Financing: the Federal government does not construct these fast-charging points themselves.
The wishes and needs of investors must be taken into account.

The Swiss federal government is to implement a variety of measures to promote the development of
charging stations and electric mobility. According to the FEDRO, the planned installation of fastcharging stations in 100 rest areas along the national roads network is a highly-promising measure.
Federal government has issued a tender for five packages encompassing 20 locations, each
throughout the country. Out of the eight participants, five companies were awarded the mandate of
operating and installing the fast-charging stations. Among those companies is Fastned, a Dutch
company with the ambition to build a European network of a 1000 fast charging stations on prime
locations. FEDRO expects the first stations to be finished and ready for operation at the beginning
2020. The tender allows for the construction and 30-year operation of 20 fast charging stations. FEDRO
expects the first stations to be finished and ready for operation at the beginning 2020.

9

Map at page 11 shows the particular areas along the national roads network.
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Figure 4: Locations of planned installation of fast-charging stations along federal highway network in
Switzerland

Source: Swiss Federal Road Office (FEDRO), Roads and Traffic 2019

3.4 Public transport
Public transport is in general highly sustainable, both in Switzerland and the Netherlands. For example,
since 2017 all Dutch trains are electric and being powered by green energy. Furthermore, the Dutch
government has agreed that in 2025 all new busses must use 100% renewable energy or fuel.
Subsequently, in 2030 all buses must be zero-emission.
The so-called ‘bee stops’ are a perfect example of the commitment of the Dutch public transport
providers to contribute to the sustainable transition. The Netherlands is home to 358 different bee
species but more than 50% of the different species are being endangered due to changing biodiversity
and climate change. In response to this emerging problem, in collaboration with the municipality, the
regional public transport provider Connexxion created bus stops with grass an wildflowers planted on
top of the roofs. The bus stops improve the biodiversity by attracting bees, capture fine dust and store
rainwater.
Also the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB CFF FFS) is working hard to cut its energy consumption. Besides,
its own energy consumption is the SBB engaging with Swiss entrepreneurs and businesses. The SBB
invests each year around 1 billion CHF in new and modernised trains. The SBB is promoting public
transport through multiple tools, such as apps and corporate emission reports. Companies are able to
compare and calculate their annual CO2 emission. Furthermore, the SBB offers a green class mobility
package which consists out of a public transport travel card and additional modules (e-cars, parking,
bike-sharing, car-sharing, taxi on the go) to create a personalised mobility package. They offer electric
cars at 1500 sites all across Switzerland.
Switzerland is known for its mountainous terrain and impressive track record with regard to public
transport. One out of two Swiss own a travel card, i.e. the Dutch OV card. According to DETEC, public
transport is expected to grow 51% by 2040. The current railway system is already in high demand,
given the fact that Switzerland holds the world record in terms of kilometers travelled by train per
person per year, a total 2430 km a year. To meet the projected growth the SBB has launched an
investment program of CHF 6.4 billion up to 2025 to upgrade the current railway system.
15

Commuting back and forth to work is very common in Switzerland. Nine out of ten Swiss people in
employment are being recognized as commuters. Unfortunately, the main mode of transport is still
the traditional road car. Although, the modal share of public transport is 30% and is expected to
growth in the coming years. Moreover, in the larger cities the majority of the population uses public
transport as their main mode of transport for commuting.

Figure 5: ‘Bee stops’ in the city of Utrecht

Source: Gemeente Utrecht, Green-roofed bus shelters in Utrecht
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3.4 Optimizing Use Program (NL)
With the Optimising Use programme, the Dutch government, regions and businesses are working
together to improve road, waterway and railway accessibility in the busiest regions. First aim has been
to reduce congestion at the busiest points by 20 percent in 2014, using a package of around 300
practical and quantifiable measures. The aim of the follow-up programme, from now up to 2017, is
to achieve 10 percent shorter journey times from door to door in the busiest areas.
Clearly, water management and shipping is a much more critical topic in the Netherlands than it is in
Switzerland. However, the use of smart mobility systems has flourished on the waterways in the
Netherlands and therefore forms a very interesting case to look at. As displayed in table 2 (page 8),
the Netherlands is home to 6300 km of waterway. Due to increasing transport streams on these
waterways, the Ministry of I&W launched the Optimizing Use program. As a result, the web portal
Blue Wave Connecting (BVG) was born. The portal offers skippers real time data about opening times
of bridges, resulting in fuel saving and more efficient time management. One of the most compelling
things about BVG is the implementation of the data-driven technique for road traffic flows. In the near
future bridge openings can be aligned with real time data from road traffic flows, resulting in the
minimizing of road traffic disruption, and thus less CO2 emissions by road vehicles.

3.5 Fuels vision
In 2014 over more than 100 parties in the Netherlands from business, civil society organisations,
knowledge institutions and government institutions agreed on the Fuels Vision (Brandstofvisie). The
Fuels Vision agreement prescribes the kind of fuels that can be used to obtain the climate and CO 2
emissions reduction targets. These fuels mainly entail electricity and hydrogen. In the meantime
sustainable biofuels and renewable gas will apply as a provisional solution. According to Dutch Social
and Economic Council (SER), by 2030 the entire Dutch mobility sector is not allowed to produce more
than 25 megatons of CO2. Subsequently the Fuels Vision agreement defined the reduction targets for
2050, in 2050 the entire CO2-emissions must be reduced by 80-95%.
On the 4th of April 2019, the EU climate and energy commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete visited The
Hague. During his visit he was presented an investment plan that is intended to turn the Dutch
provinces of Groningen and Drenthe into “hydrogen” valley. Total costs of the investment plan is
estimated to be €2.8 billion. The ultimate goal of the investors and regional government is to create a
emissions-free and hydrogen valley. Furthermore, the two northern provinces in the Netherlands are
supposed to become the springboard for the global economy.
But in Switzerland hydrogen is also becoming increasingly popular. In May 2018, seven Swiss
companies founded the H2 Mobility Switzerland Association. The association aims to actively
promote, through commercial activities, environment friendly hydrogen electric mobility in
Switzerland. Currently the association encompasses 18 members and represent a network of over
2000 filling stations and over 4000 heavy commercial vehicles throughout Switzerland.10 Furthermore,
the Association sets itself the goal of “establishing a nationwide network of hydrogen filling stations
across Switzerland.”

10

The companies are: Agrola AG, AVIA Association, Coop, Coop Mineraloel AG, the fenaco cooperative, Migrol
AG , Federation of Migros Cooperatives, SOCAR Energy Switzerland GmbH, The Emil Frey Group, Shell, Transport
& Logistics, Camion Transport, G. Leclerc Transport, F. Murpf, Tamoil, Chr. Cavegn AG and Emmi Schweiz AG.
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3.6 City distribution
Cities have become hubs of national economies, this is the same in Switzerland and the Netherlands.
An illustrative example is the situation in Zurich, one out of every eleven jobs in Switzerland is in the
city of Zurich.11 The result is a highly-demanding consumer lifestyle and increasingly demand for goods
and services. In order to maintain the current supply of goods and services, the Amsterdam Economic
Board is continuously exploring possibilities for the future. Amsterdam Logistics Cityhub (ALC) is
building a new warehouse just outside Amsterdam. According to ALC “it is the introduction of an
integrated logistics concept for the city of Amsterdam, in which all available traffic flows and methods
of transport are bundled and coordinated.” The ultimate goal is to reach zero emission with regard to
distribution in the second quarter of 2021.
The same initiative has emerged in Zurich, called last-mile delivery and zero emission hub and it is
being developed by Smart City Zurich. Smart City Zurich is the framework for the city to actively
address current and future development in the digital transformations and sustainability. It is a
collaboration between business and the city administration. The framework offers solutions in the
fields of public transport, bike infrastructure, crowd management, autonomous driving and many
more. But most importantly, it is also looking into possible ways of decreasing polluted distribution in
the city centre.

Figure 6: Introduction from ETH Zurich article regarding to last-mile delivery and zero emissions challenges

Source: ETH Zurich - Smart Mobility: How new technologies are helping shape the future of mobility

11

Further reading: statistics and basic information about the city Zurich.
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4. Business opportunities
Overall Switzerland is still behind in solutions for smart- and sustainable mobility. However, the
country is quickly catching up. The economic potential – as in many other sectors – is immense in
Switzerland. Switzerland is closely watching the Netherlands with regard to future mobility solutions.
Below the identified business opportunities for the Netherlands in Switzerland will be explained:
•

•

•

•

Cycling infrastructure: Until recently Swiss cities and villages had never been built with the
notion of cyclists. On the 23 of September 2018, the Swiss electorate voted on the Bike
Initiative to encourage the use of cycle paths, footpaths and hiking trails. Many cities and
communes already have cycle paths. As more and more people are on the move, it makes
sense to improve the network of cycle paths: cyclists help relieve the burden on other modes
of transport. A good network of cycle paths also helps to keep different forms of traffic apart;
cars, bikes and pedestrians do not get in each other’s way and there are fewer accidents. In
the near future Swiss municipalities are obliged to provide good cycling paths.
Today cities as Bern and Zurich are becoming more bike-friendly. Although, expertise is still
missing. Therefore the Civil Engineering Office in Zurich is planning on going to Amsterdam.
An illustrative fact to display the economic potential of cycling infrastructure is the growth of
cyclists in Zurich; the amount of cyclists has grown with 50% relative to 2012. In addition, the
use of public transport and the amount of pedestrians has stagnated. The city of Zurich has
the ambition to cut emissions with 30% in the coming years. The case of Zurich is similar to
other cities and provides an excellent business case for Dutch entrepreneurs in the field of (ebikes) and cycling infrastructure.
City distribution: more and more cities in Switzerland are exploring the possibilities of setting
up distribution centres on the outskirts of the cities. The aforementioned initiative last-mile
delivery and zero emission hub by Smart City Zurich must decrease pollution and traffic flows
in the city center. The example of the integrated logistics concept of Amsterdam got a lot
attention in Switzerland.
Electrical vehicles and charging points: the network of charging stations is not as advanced
as in the Netherlands. The Swiss federal government is to implement a variety of measures to
promote the development of charging stations and electric mobility. According to the FEDRO,
the planned installation of fast-charging stations in 100 rest areas along the national roads
network is a highly-promising measure. Federal government has issued a tender for five
packages encompassing 20 locations, each throughout the country. Out of the eight
participants, five companies were awarded the mandate of operating and installing the fastcharging stations. Among those companies is Fastned, a Dutch company with the ambition to
build a European network of a 1000 fast charging stations on prime locations. FEDRO expects
the first stations to be finished and ready for operation at the beginning 2020.
Smart Logistics: As explained before, Switzerland is still highly decentralised; cantons and
municipalities possess a lot of autonomy. Giofranca Moi (Deputy Director General for
Economic Development, Research and Innovation for the canton of Geneva) identifies the
division and centralisation as Switzerland’s main problem in its ambition to build smart cities.
In order to build smart cities and cantons data needs to be collected and analysed. Currently
there seems to be lack of harmonisation among local, regional and national initiatives.
Collaboration at all levels is key, the main challenge is to enhance the collaboration and bring
all the data together. The Netherlands can be set as an example is this regard, collective
intelligence in the Netherlands is further developed. According to the Switzerland Global
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Enterprise (SGE) there is an optimum environment for investment in creative urban planning
solutions, sustainable energy and traffic management strategies in the cities of Zurich and
Geneva.
The above mentioned business opportunities show possible interest from Switzerland in the
Netherlands, but there is mutual interest. For example, public transport in the Netherlands is facing
more and more capacity difficulties. Researchers estimate that the entire transportation sector will
need an annual investment in infrastructure of €3 billion from 2020, if the Netherlands wants to cope
with increasing numbers of passengers.12 In August 2019, a Dutch delegation visited DETEC and SBB
to discuss the European Rail Traffic Management System because of the implementation in the
Netherlands until 2050. The Dutch government wanted to learn from the Swiss experiences.
The Swiss market contains a very high potential with numerous possibilities. However, the Swiss
market also involves challenges, a clear example of these challenges is the market EV. Due to a high
purchasing power and innovative attitude, a lot of Swiss are interested in buying EVs. However, the
infrastructure and charging possibilities are not ready for a sudden increase of EVs. The Netherlands
are developed in the field of charging systems at home and might be suitable partner for Switzerland
in this regard.
In general, challenges also emerge due to the fact that Switzerland is not part of the EU. Legislation
differs from most EU member states. Moreover, legislation may again differ between the 26 cantons.
It is therefore recommended to analyse the federal and local legislation before accepting business in
Switzerland. A clear example of discrepancy between the EU and Switzerland is posting employees In
Switzerland. The Swiss Posted Workers Act (PWA) enforces minimum working and pay conditions for
workers posted to Switzerland by applying certain Swiss regulations.

12

Article by NRC only available in Dutch.
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5. Potential Dutch partners
The following list gives an overview of important business partners in the Netherlands. The entities’
descriptions follow their own websites.

5.1 Institutions, organisations and companies and initiatives
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

010 City Logistics
Rotterdam’s economy is growing and that’s great! However, a healthy economy brings with
it greater pressure on the city’s traffic and air quality. The government and the private
sector have joined forces under 010 City Logistics to implement sustainable solutions that
improve both air quality and mobility within the Rotterdam inner city. These solutions are
designed along four pillars: clean vehicles, smart logistics, road benefits and good driving.
2getthere
2getthere realizes automated transit applications, operating on either segregated
infrastructures, dedicated lanes or in mixed traffic. The systems are based on over 30 years
of experience with automated vehicles in different demanding environments.
Amsterdam Logistic Cityhub
Larendael Investments is working on the construction of a unique, versatile logistics hub
with 125,000 m2 of ultra energy-efficient warehousing and office space near the centre of
Amsterdam. With the port and ring roads within arm's reach, the canal network and the city
centre of Amsterdam will become accessible with zero emissions from 2021.
Artgineering
Artgineering is an office for research and design at the border between urban planning and
mobility, based in Rotterdam and Brussels. The office devises and implements strategies for
complex urban conditions, with attention to the role of infrastructure and particularly
bicycle facilities.
Blue Wave Connecting
Blue Wave Connecting provides real-time data on opened bridges and available berths in
ports. Information that allows skippers and road users to better plan their journeys and
arrivals, with less inconvenience and annoyance, and without unnecessary fuel consumption
and exhaust emissions.
Cargoroo
Scooters and bikes are great, until you need more–more seats, more space, more capacity.
E-cargo bike sharing offers a cost-efficient, eco-friendly, hassle-free and fun way to handle
any cargo needs.
CE Delft
Through its independent research and consultancy CE Delft is helping build a sustainable
world, leading the field when it comes to energy, transport and resource issues. With our
economic, technological and policy expertise we help government agencies, NGOs and
industries achieve structural change.
Dutch Cycling Embassy
The Dutch Cycling Embassy is a public private network for sustainable bicycle inclusive
mobility. We represent the best of Dutch Cycling: knowledge, experience and experts
offered by private companies, NGO’s, research institutions, national and local governments.
Dutch Mobility Innovations
This platform is intended as a practical guide for anyone interested in learning more about
Dutch innovations in the field of mobility
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•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Dutch Sustainable Growth Coalition (VNO-NCW)
Eight Dutch multinationals, are united in the Dutch Sustainable Growth Coalition (DSGC).
These leaders not only set a good example, they also share knowledge and experience with
other entrepreneurs and stakeholders. They inspire policymakers to create the right
conditions for a sustainable, circular and inclusive society in the Netherlands.
Felyx
Felyx offers shared electric scooters. You can start your ride in 3 simple steps. Use the felyx
app to locate, reserve, and activate the nearest e-scooter.
Formula E-team
The national public-private platform for e-mobility In the Netherlands, the Formula E-Team,
serves as an ambassador and pioneer for electric transport. The team brings together
business, academia, and government to advance electric driving in the Netherlands. The
Formula E-Team discusses progress and provides substantial advice to the government and
other stakeholders on various aspects of electric driving. The team inspires these
stakeholders to work together to devise creative solutions to problems that arise.
Future Mobility Network
The Future Mobility Network helps the world on its way to the mobility of the future. How
do we transport ourselves and our goods in 5, 10 or 20 years? Issues we concern ourselves
with every day. We are a knowledge and consultancy agency in the Netherlands that deals
with themes such as self-propelled shuttles for the last mile, hubs, urban logistics,
sustainable area developments, traffic solutions, goods transport by drone or robot and the
new public transport.
Gateway to Europe
The Dutch government’s ambition for electric driving is to reduce CO2 emissions, improve
energy-efficiency, and reduce dependency on fossil fuels. Electric driving also reduces noise
pollution from traffic while opening up new opportunities for the commercial sector. For
these reasons, the Dutch government is eager to realise a critical mass of 200,000 electric
vehicles on the roads in the Netherlands by 2020. The number of electric cars in the
Netherlands has grown dramatically in the past few years – in an auto market that is
shrinking across the board. The number of companies active in the sector is also increasing.
Green Wheels
IMARES Wageningen
Like many other sectors, shipping is under increasing pressure to become more sustainable.
As this goes beyond the need to reduce air emissi
ons, IMARES, part of Wageningen UR (University & Research centre) is laying the foundation
for an integrated approach to the problem. In doing so we are supporting the shipping
industry in actively becoming more eco-friendly.
Optimising Use
The Optimising Use programme, the Dutch government, regions and businesses are working
together to improve road, waterway and railway accessibility in the busiest regions. First aim
has been to reduce congestion at the busiest points by 20 percent in 2014, using a package
of around 300 practical and quantifiable measures. The aim of the follow-up programme,
from now up to 2017, is to achieve 10 percent shorter journey times from door to door in
the busiest areas.
Partnership Talking Traffic & Logistics
The Partnership Talking Traffic is a collaboration between the Dutch Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management, 60 regional and local authorities and national and
international private companies.
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•

•
•

•

Swapfiets
Swapfiets is a bike service where you pay a monthly fee in exchange for a robust bike and a
support team at the end of a phone call. If your bike needs maintenance or gets stolen,
you’ve got a team willing to come out and help you within 12 hours.
Talking Logistics
Technolution Mobility
Are you looking beyond traffic management, focussing on sustainability and health in your
mobility policy? This not only requires smooth flows, but also green waves, priority for
cyclists and a flexible use of public space for example. In fact, you are creating a smart city.
As your highly experienced specialist, we support you in the entire process.
Wheelylift
Wheelylift is a Dutch invention, the system gives you the ability to hang up any type of
bicycle with no effort. Wheelylift works with a pivoting mechanism which allows you to store
your bicycle in a narrow or very small space without blocking your space for walking.

5.2 Events
•

•

•

Future Urban Mobility 2020
Future Urban Mobility is the networking opportunity where interesting opportunities and
expertise come together. We focus on topics such as urban logistics, impact of energy
transition on mobility, safety and new innovations and future collaborations.
Impact Mobility
Mobility as a Service is set to revolutionize the sustainability efficiency and convenience of
transportation systems. However, to make this a reality it is imperative that public and
private stakeholders come together.
Mobility FFWD
During this congress the whole sector comes together to exchange experiences and learn
from each other. The programme is practice-oriented, allowing you to directly apply new
insights in your own practice. In addition, networking is central and our chairman of the day
will help you make new connections.
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6. Potential Swiss partners
The following list gives an overview of important business partners in Switzerland. The entities’
descriptions follow their own websites.

6.1 Institutions, organisations and companies and initiatives
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ABB
ABB is a technology leader that is driving the digital transformation of industries. With a
history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB has four customer-focused,
globally leading businesses: Electrification, Industrial Automation, Motion, and Robotics &
Discrete Automation.
Bird
Bird is another company that operates free-floating electric scooters in Zurich and its
concept is similar to others. Download its app and register your phone number and credit
card and then the app's map will show you where the next Bird scooter is located.
Cargo Sous Terrain
Cargo sous terrain is a complete logistics system for the flexible transport of smallcomponent goods. Tunnels connect production and logistics sites with urban centres.
Overground, CST distributes the transported goods in environmentally-friendly vehicles,
contributing to the reduction of traffic and noise emissions.
Carvelo2go
Carvelo2go aims to anchor the use of bikes in Switzerland through both traditional and
collaborative forms of use. Within the framework of pilot projects and in cooperation with
various private and public players, concrete fields of application for cargo bikes are also
being tested.
Circ
CIRC operates a fleet of hundreds of free-floating electric scooters throughout Zurich. You
simply download its app and register your phone number and credit card and then its map
will show you where the next CIRC scooter is located.
E’mobile (by electrosuisse)
E’mobile was founded in 1980 and is engaged in Switzerland in the market introduction of
efficient and low emission vehicles, such as hybrid, natural gas and electric cars, as well as of
fuels from sustainable sources. E’mobile offers unbiased information and consulting and
organizes exhibitions, test drives, workshops and conferences.
Electrive.net – Branchendienst für Elektromobilität
Electrive.net is the industry leader in service for electric mobility. The website offers
pictures, videos, technical papers, studies and dates. Categories from car to aviation
provide an overview and cover all areas of e-mobility.
Energie 360°
Car manufacturers are launching more and more models in all price categories, and a
nationwide network of charging stations is available throughout Switzerland and in
neighbouring countries. Would you like to charge your electric car in your own home or
make it available to your floor owners and tenants? Then you've come to the right place.
EVTEC
EVTEC offers ready to use products for the segment of Electric Mobility with a focus on EVSE
(Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) and EV board electronics.
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•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Green Motion
Green Motion manufactures charging stations, designs management software for charging
networks, operates charging stations and is a service provider for electric mobility. Green
Motion creates breakthrough technologies, including charging stations for electric planes or
onboard chargers for the automobile industry.
GS1 Switzerland
GS1 Switzerland provides solutions for more efficient value networks using global standards.
We help companies optimize the flow of goods, information and value and share practical
knowledge with them. Together with our members, we devise standards and process
recommendations and create benefits for everyone involved.
H2 Mobility Switzerland Association
The H2 Mobility Switzerland Association is setting itself the goal of establishing a nationwide
network of hydrogen filling stations across Switzerland. In May 2018, Agrola AG, AVIA
Association, Coop, Coop Mineraloel AG, the fenaco cooperative, Migrol AG and the
Federation of Migros Cooperatives founded the association as a joint platform specifically in
order to promote and accelerate the establishment of hydrogen mobility in Switzerland
Hassler Energia
Hydropole
The Swiss Hydrogen Association Hydropole is the national network for hydrogen-related
matters in Switzerland. Hydropole is a knowledge and information cluster focused on all
aspects of past, present and future use of hydrogen.
Innolab Smart Mobility
The Innolab smart mobility is an association. It is a non-profit organization with the aim of
developing an innovative ecosystem for mobility for Switzerland.
Lean and Green
The Lean & Green initiative aims to reduce CO2 emissions in transport and logistics by at
least 20 percent within five years. GS1 Switzerland hosts the initiative in Switzerland and
supports the participating companies in achieving their goals.
Lime
Provider electric and sustainable public steps.
LuckaBox
Our partners have been supplying companies and individuals for decades. Our On-Demand
capacities are available in all big cities of Switzerland and are completely flexible and
scaleable. LuckaBox partners are solely professional and experienced bicycle and express
carriers. Together they have handled several million orders successfully. Being regional is
one of our strengths. Our LuckaBox Partners are the local experts.
Mobilservice - Plattform für Mobilität
Mobilservice is s knowledge and networking platform for sustainable mobility and mobility
management in Switzerland. It is a network platform for players and professionals in the
mobility market.
PubliBike
With our 8 networks we are present throughout Switzerland. 350 PubliBike stations are
distributed throughout Switzerland. Our fleet of bikes is composed of 3'500 bikes.
Pusch
Pusch supports communities, schools and companies with practical knowledge and concrete
aids in solving environmental problems. To this end, Pusch offers a wide range of training
courses, conferences, public relations aids, publications and environmental education.
Quickpac
Quickpac is a new division of Quickmail AG, the only private letter service provider in
Switzerland. Quickpac is the first parcel service provider in Europe to rely exclusively on
electric cars for delivering parcels.
SBB CFF FFS
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Smart City Zurich
Smide
Rent and return e-bikes, without being bound to a specific location. This is smide – the fast,
efficient and eco-friendly mobility provider.
Swiss eMobility
The Swiss eMobility Association supports the creation of the political and institutional
foundations for the development of electric mobility in Switzerland.
Swiss Hydrogen
Swiss Hydrogen SA develops clean energy solutions for a variety of applications. The
common factor is hydrogen.
Swiss Innovation Lab
Swiss Innovation Lab is a system and software house offering innovative solutions for Smart
Cities and Smart Mobility. Our Headquarter is in Bienne, Switzerland. Swiss innovation Lab is
fast, flexible and agile with a highly skilled and dynamic team of experts that can deliver in a
very short timeframe. We offer highly versatile engineering, HW & SW development
solutions and mobile app design from conception, definition, application development,
testing, maintenance and support.
Swisslog Logistics Automation
Swisslog is shaping the future of logistics automation. We transform warehouses and
distribution centers to achieve maximum efficiency, flexibility and agility.
Tier
Tier is another operator of electric scooters found throughout Zurich. Simply download its
app and register your phone number and credit card and then its map will show you where
the next green Tier scooter is located.
V-locker
V-Locker is a very compact, automatic parking and storage system that allows e-bikes and
bicycles to be parked on the smallest possible floor space and with the smallest possible
space requirements. It consists of individual containers for vehicles, accessories and other
items. These are integrated into a rotating lift system which enables fast storage and
retrieval.

6.2 Events 2020
•
•

•

•

Halo Velo
The "Hallo Velo" Festival invites the public to ride along on a closed route - and to take
breaks along the way in all kinds of event locations.
Life Fair – Die Plattform für Nachhaltigkeit
Life Fair Forums are events for sustainability of management, innovation and business
success. In terms of content, the forums are closely linked to the annual Swiss Green
Economy Symposium.
Smart Suisse
SmartSuisse is a strategy congress with exhibitions presenting the most promising Smart City
themes. The mix of strategy and concrete solutions is unique, as is the cross-industry
approach aimed at creating stronger networks between the public sector and business and
science. SmartSuisse is aimed at all actors who want to actively and sustainably shape the
urban life of tomorrow.
Sustainability week Switzerland 2020
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•

•
•

Swiss Mobility Arena
With the Swiss Mobility Arena, Mobility Academy of TCS is creating a unique international
innovation hub to support the transformation of mobility in the 21st century. During
European Mobility Week free-thinking scientists, political visionaries and entrepreneurial
pioneers from the transport sector will meet for the first time in Bern to discuss the present
and future of mobility in the 21st century.
Swiss Green Economy Symposium
The Swiss Green Economy Symposium has established itself since 2013 as comprehensive
and leading conference for sustainable business in Switzerland.
Switzerland Euro-Bike Conference
Euro-Bike is the undisputed leading global trade show for the bike business. This is where
the bike industry gets to network, wins over its trading partners and presents itself to the
media. This is where trends emerge and ground-breaking innovations celebrate their
premiere appearances.

Further Reading
The Netherlands
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government of the Netherlands – Sustainable public transport
Invest in Holland - Automotive & Mobility
Nederland Elektrisch – gateway to Europe
Netherlands for the World Bank – Sustainable Mobility for All: Changing the mindset, changing
policies
Rijkswaterstaat – Smart Mobility
Rijkwaterstaat – Sustainable Mobility
RVO – Number Electric transportation
SF Streetsblog – Dutch vision for sustainable transportation
Sustainable Development Solutions Network – A global initiative for the United Nations

Switzerland
•
•
•
•
•
•

ETH Zürich Globe – Smart Mobility: How new technologies are helping shape the future of
mobility
Federal Statistical Office – Road vehicles: stock, level of motorisation
Federal Roads Office FEDRO – elektromobilität
Dutch Cycling Embassy – Report ThinkBike Switzerland, Bern April 2013
DETEC – Transport Outlook 2040: Demand of passenger and freight transport in Switzerland
Swiss Info – Why our cities aren’t as smart as they could be (2018)

Other
•

European Alternative Fuels Observatory
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Annexes
Annex I: Fourteen sub objectives Swiss mobility 2040
General conditions and prerequisites13
1.
2.
3.
4.

Switzerland is an international leader in the application of innovations in the field of mobility.
Cooperation between various levels of government in the transport has been strengthened.
The international integration of the Swiss transport system as a whole has been optimised.
A clearly defined basic service will ensure that all regions of the country and all groups in
population can be reached at an appropriate time and place.

Demand, supply and infrastructure
5. The demand for transport will be managed in such a way that the potential of the existing
transport system as a whole will be exploited, before further extensions or new constructions
will be realised.
6. The overall transport system is safe, reliable, highly available and easily accessible.
7. Road users in Switzerland are free to decide which mobility service they wish to use and to
combine.
Financing
8. The available public funds will be used to finance mobility and transport infrastructure in a
cost-effective way.
9. The users of all mobility services will increasingly bear their own internal and external costs.
Environment, energy and space
10. The environmental impact of traffic emissions has been significantly reduced
11. The transport infrastructures will be implemented in a way that it protects land and soil, is
well integrated into the landscape and settlement areas and its separating effects has been
reduced.
12. The energy efficiency of transport has been significantly increased.
13. Land transport is largely CO2- neutral and, so far as possible, does not use fossil fuels
14. The targeted polycentric settlement development is consistently promoted by the overall
transport system

13

See the report for further explanation on each of the 14 sub objectives, only available in German, French or
Italian.
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